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The math revision site. Audit Maths (formerly mathsrevision.net) is part of the Revision World group that gives maths students free GCSE and A Level maths review resources and maths exam advice. GCSE maths review section of Audit Maths where we provide free maths review resources to help you with your GCSE
maths exams. This section covers a number of topics, including: Numbers, Algebra, Ratio, Proportion and Change Rates, Geometry and Dimensions, Trigonometry, Statistics, and Probability. The General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) is the qualification taken in a student last year of high school. Usually
students aged 14-16 years take it. Click for more information on studying the GCSE Mathematics Exam pattern: The exam takes place at 2 steps: foundation tier and higher level. Foundation tier performed for students in grades 1-5. Students in 4th to 9th grade appear for the higher level. Each level consists of 3 papers.
Each paper is for 1 hour 30 minutes. Each paper carries 80 marks and accounts for 33.09% of the entire assessment. A paper is known as non-calculator paper. In this, you are not allowed to carry a calculator. Other stationery items are allowed. The questions asked ranged from single-step problems to multi-step
problems. The difficulty level increases as you develop the question paper. Two question papers are known as calculator papers. You're allowed to use the calculator here. Here, too, the questions can be a single step or multi-step. The motto of exams: The motto of GCSE maths assessment is to: Equip students with a
deep knowledge of maths and mathematical formulas, allow them to apply it in real life situations, develop logical thinking and be able to communicate their mathematical knowledge in an easily understandable way. What should I study in GCSE maths and what skills do I learn? While studying GCSE mathematics, you
learn the following: Number structure and calculation Fraction, decimals and percentages Goals and accuracy Algebra Notation, vocabulary and manipulation Graphs Solution equations and inequalities Sequences Ratio, proportion, and rates of change Geometry and measures Properties and structures Mensuration and
calculation Vectors Probability Statistics What skills do I learn in GCSE mathematics? Basics about the mathematical formulas, their diversion, and manipulation Applying mathematical formulas in real life situations problem solving skills for complex equations. Why should I take this exam? Mathematics is an important
skill. Whichever profession you choose, mathematics is necessary. Its importance is higher if you plan to be an engineer, CA, analyst, business owner or a maths teacher. If you don't know the basics of mathematics, you fail to understand physics and chemistry too. These two are closely related to mathematics. What is
the result of clearing this Most prestigious colleges and universities admit students who have in mathematics. A higher level GCSE certification proves your courage in maths and opens up more career opportunities. Is this exam tough? No, it's not a hard exam. If you practice regularly and devote yourself to its
preparation, it is not difficult at all. However, you should assess your skills and preparation correctly before choosing the exam level. Teachers always suggest going to the foundation level. Its curriculum is lighter and lets a student equip themselves with exam pattern. Once you get enough expertise, go to the higher
level exam. Here are some tips for cracking this exam: Practice the timer. It will help you with time management. Be patient. If you don't understand a concept, take help from teachers. Don't panic. It's just an exam. If you don't get the quality you want, try next time. Do you want to download audit notes for cumulative
frequency charts in PDF format? Cumulative frequency adds frequencies to indicate the running total. It helps us find the average, lower quartile range and upper quartile range in a set of data. Example: Look at the table. Calculate the cumulative frequencies by adding them up to have a ... Read moreCumulative
Frequency Graphs Do you want to download shapes, symmetry and Tessellation revision notes in PDF format? Let's learn more about shapes, polygon, and geometric shapes. Shapes A shape is a specific shape or appearance of an object. It can be a two- or three-dimensional shape. Shapes can be a polygon. A
polygon is an airplane figure where ... Read moreShapes, Symmetry and Tessellation Do you want to download Transformation's revision notes in PDF format? What are Transformations? Transformations of a shape change in the image or the way it rained are presented. Methods for changing numbers are translation,
rotation, reflection, and extension. TranslationSliding down on a sliding board or moving an object, this movement is an example... Read moreTransformations Do you want to download Surd's revision notes in PDF format? [mathjax] What is Surds? Surds are an expression of root form, e.g. A surd cannot be simplified to
remove the root symbol. It does not have an exact decimal value and cannot be represented... Read moreSurds Do you want to download the standard deviation revision notes in PDF format? [mathjax] What is standard deviation? As we know, random variables have few common numerical characteristics - average
value, variation and standard deviation. Now we are considering the standard deviation of the random variable X. Formulas for calculation variation are next: 1. Population variation for random variable, ... Read moreStandard deviation Formulas Do you want to download the sampling revision notes in PDF format?
[mathjax] What is sampling in mathematics? Several boxes of apples undergo a quality control. What will be the easiest way to do it? Checking all the apples piece by piece will be time consuming. To take a few apples from each box to investigate is ... moreSampling (Statistics) The only way to learn math is to do math.
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